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1: Ancient Egypt - Kids Discover
Discovering Ancient Egypt. Ancient Egypt, the lives of the pharaohs and their world has been a constant interest
throughout my life. It began at the age of five when my grandfather entertained me with stories about the ancient
Egyptians.

When he became king, he married his half-sister, Ankhesenpaaten, who later changed her name to
Ankhesenamun. They had two daughters, both stillborn. No evidence was found in either mummy of
congenital anomalies or an apparent cause of death. Horemheb records that the king appointed him "lord of the
land" as hereditary prince to maintain law. He also noted his ability to calm the young king when his temper
flared. He ended the worship of the god Aten and restored the god Amun to supremacy. The ban on the cult of
Amun was lifted and traditional privileges were restored to its priesthood. The capital was moved back to
Thebes and the city of Akhetaten abandoned. As part of his restoration, the king initiated building projects, in
particular at Karnak in Thebes, where he dedicated a temple to Amun. Many monuments were erected, and an
inscription on his tomb door declares the king had "spent his life in fashioning the images of the gods". The
traditional festivals were now celebrated again, including those related to the Apis Bull , Horemakhet , and
Opet. His restoration stela says: The temples of the gods and goddesses Their shrines were deserted and
overgrown. Their sanctuaries were as non-existent and their courts were used as roads If anyone made a prayer
to a god for advice he would never respond. Diplomatic relations with other kingdoms had been neglected, and
Tutankhamun sought to restore them, in particular with the Mitanni. Evidence of his success is suggested by
the gifts from various countries found in his tomb. Despite his efforts for improved relations, battles with
Nubians and Asiatics were recorded in his mortuary temple at Thebes. His tomb contained body armor and
folding stools appropriate for military campaigns. However, given his youth and physical disabilities, which
seemed to require the use of a cane in order to walk he died c. Between September and October , various
mummies were subjected to detailed anthropological, radiological, and genetic studies as part of the King
Tutankhamun Family Project. The research showed that Tutankhamun also had "a slightly cleft palate " [22]
and possibly a mild case of scoliosis , a medical condition in which the spine deviates to the side from the
normal position. X-rays clearly show that the king suffered from Klippelâ€”Feil syndrome , the congenital
fusion of any two of the cervical vertebrae. All seven vertebrae in his neck were completely fused together, so
he was unable to move his head. The affliction may have forced Tutankhamun to walk with the use of a cane,
many of which were found in his tomb. This is currently the oldest known genetic proof of the disease. More
than one strain of the malaria parasite was found, indicating that Tutankhamun contracted multiple malarial
infections. These factors, combined with the fracture in his left thighbone, which scientists had discovered in ,
may have ultimately been what killed the young king. The techniques used in the study, however, have been
questioned. Some geneticists dispute these findings, however, and "complain that the team used inappropriate
analysis techniques. So far, only partial data for the two female mummies from KV21 has been obtained. One
consequence of inbreeding can be children whose genetic defects do not allow them to be brought to term.
Major studies have been conducted in an effort to establish the cause of death. There is some evidence,
advanced by Harvard microbiologist Ralph Mitchell, that his burial may have been hurried. Other experts,
however, rejected the hypothesis of homozygous sickle cell disease [35] based on survival beyond the age of 5
and the location of the osteonecrosis , which is characteristic of Freiberg-Kohler syndrome rather than
sickle-cell disease. Siblings are more likely to pass on twin copies of deleterious alleles , which is why
children of incest more commonly manifest genetic defects. Three international experts served as consultants:
As stated above, the team discovered DNA from several strains of a parasite proving he was infected with the
most severe strain of malaria several times in his short life. Malaria can trigger circulatory shock or cause a
fatal immune response in the body, either of which can lead to death. If Tutankhamun did suffer from a bone
disease which was crippling, it may not have been fatal. A review of the medical findings to date found that he
suffered from mild kyphoscoliosis , pes planus flat feet , hypophalangism of the right foot, bone necrosis of
second and third metatarsal bones of the left foot, malaria, and a complex fracture of the right knee shortly
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before death. Chris Naunton and scientists from the Cranfield Institute performed a "virtual autopsy" of
Tutankhamun, revealing a pattern of injuries down one side of his body. Car-crash investigators then created
computer simulations of chariot accidents. Naunton concluded that Tutankhamun was killed in a chariot crash:
Working with anthropologist Dr. Robert Connolly and forensic archaeologist Dr. Naunton said, "The charring
and possibility that a botched mummification led to the body spontaneously combusting shortly after burial
was entirely unexpected. Scans found that all but one of his bone fractures, including those to his skull, had
been inflicted after his death. The scans also showed that he had a partially clubbed foot and would have been
unable to stand unaided, thus making it unlikely he ever rode in a chariot; this was supported by the presence
of many walking sticks among the contents of his tomb. Instead, it is believed that genetic defects arising from
his parents being siblings, complications from a broken leg and his suffering from malaria, together caused his
death. Aftermath Statue of Tutankhamun and Ankhesenamun at Luxor, hacked at during the damnatio
memoriae campaign against the Amarna era pharaohs With the death of Tutankhamun and the two stillborn
children buried with him, the Thutmoside family line came to an end. The letters do not say how
Tutankhamun died. In the message, Ankhesenamun says that she was very afraid, but would not take one of
her own people as husband. However, the son was killed before reaching his new wife. Not even
Tutankhamun was spared. His images and cartouches were also erased. Horemheb himself was left childless
and willed the throne to Paramessu , who founded the Ramesside family line of pharaohs. Significance
Tutankhamun was nine years old when he became Pharaoh , and he reigned for about ten years. Kings were
venerated after their deaths through mortuary cults and associated temples. Tutankhamun was one of the few
kings worshiped in this manner during his lifetime. Temples of his cult were built as far away as in Kawa and
Faras in Nubia. The title of the sister of the Viceroy of Kush included a reference to the deified king,
indicative of the universality of his cult. KV62 Howard Carter and associates opening the shrine doors in the
burial chamber reconstruction of the event Tutankhamun was buried in a tomb that was unusually small
considering his status. His death may have occurred unexpectedly, before the completion of a grander royal
tomb, so that his mummy was buried in a tomb intended for someone else. This would preserve the
observance of the customary 70 days between death and burial. The case was designed to prevent the
heightened rate of decomposition caused by the humidity and warmth from tourists visiting the tomb.
Eventually, the location of the tomb was lost because it had come to be buried by stone chips from subsequent
tombs, either dumped there or washed there by floods. Howard Carter took 10 years to catalog the items. The
most prominent was George Herbert, 5th Earl of Carnarvon who died on 5 April , 5 months after the discovery
of the first step leading down to the tomb on 4 November Pneumonia was thought to be only one of various
complications, arising from the progressively invasive infection, that eventually resulted in multiorgan failure.
All the others were still alive, including Howard Carter, who died of lymphoma in at the age of Kinnaman
who died in , 39 years after the event. Tutankhamen came to be called by a modern neologism, "King Tut".
They have been to many countries, but probably the best-known exhibition tour was The Treasures of
Tutankhamun tour, which ran from to This exhibition was first shown in London at the British Museum from
30 March until 30 September The Metropolitan Museum of Art organized the U. More than eight million
attended. In , the tour of Tutankhamun funerary objects entitled Tutankhamen: Deutsche Telekom sponsored
the Bonn exhibition. It featured the same exhibits as Tutankhamen: The Golden Hereafter in a slightly
different format. It was expected to draw more than three million people. The exhibition then moved to
London [76] before finally returning to Egypt in August The exhibition does not include the gold mask that
was a feature of the â€” tour, as the Egyptian government has decided that damage which occurred to previous
artifacts on tours precludes this one from joining them. It bears the cartouches of pharaoh Tutankhamen and
Queen Ankhesenamun. From Gurob, Fayum, Egypt.
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The country's ministry of antiquities announced the discovery of a village in the Tell el-Samara area of the Dakahlia
governorate, north of Cairo, in a statement posted to Facebook on Sunday.

Visit Website Neolithic late Stone Age communities in northeastern Africa exchanged hunting for agriculture
and made early advances that paved the way for the later development of Egyptian arts and crafts, technology,
politics and religion including a great reverence for the dead and possibly a belief in life after death. Visit
Website Around B. A southern king, Scorpion, made the first attempts to conquer the northern kingdom
around B. A century later, King Menes would subdue the north and unify the country, becoming the first king
of the first dynasty. Archaic Early Dynastic Period c. King Menes founded the capital of ancient Egypt at
White Walls later known as Memphis , in the north, near the apex of the Nile River delta. The capital would
grow into a great metropolis that dominated Egyptian society during the Old Kingdom period. The Archaic
Period saw the development of the foundations of Egyptian society, including the all-important ideology of
kingship. To the ancient Egyptians, the king was a godlike being, closely identified with the all-powerful god
Horus. The earliest known hieroglyphic writing also dates to this period. In the Archaic Period, as in all other
periods, most ancient Egyptians were farmers living in small villages, and agriculture largely wheat and barley
formed the economic base of the Egyptian state. The annual flooding of the great Nile River provided the
necessary irrigation and fertilization each year; farmers sowed the wheat after the flooding receded and
harvested it before the season of high temperatures and drought returned. Age of the Pyramid Builders c. The
Old Kingdom began with the third dynasty of pharaohs. Pyramid-building reached its zenith with the
construction of the Great Pyramid at Giza, on the outskirts of Cairo. Built for Khufu or Cheops, in Greek ,
who ruled from to B. C and Menkaura B. During the third and fourth dynasties, Egypt enjoyed a golden age of
peace and prosperity. The pharaohs held absolute power and provided a stable central government; the
kingdom faced no serious threats from abroad; and successful military campaigns in foreign countries like
Nubia and Libya added to its considerable economic prosperity. First Intermediate Period c. This chaotic
situation was intensified by Bedouin invasions and accompanied by famine and disease. From this era of
conflict emerged two different kingdoms: A line of 17 rulers dynasties nine and 10 based in Heracleopolis
ruled Middle Egypt between Memphis and Thebes, while another family of rulers arose in Thebes to challenge
Heracleopolitan power. After the last ruler of the 11th dynasty, Mentuhotep IV, was assassinated, the throne
passed to his vizier, or chief minister, who became King Amenemhet I, founder of dynasty A new capital was
established at It-towy, south of Memphis, while Thebes remained a great religious center. The 12th dynasty
kings ensured the smooth succession of their line by making each successor co-regent, a custom that began
with Amenemhet I. Middle-Kingdom Egypt pursued an aggressive foreign policy, colonizing Nubia with its
rich supply of gold, ebony, ivory and other resources and repelling the Bedouins who had infiltrated Egypt
during the First Intermediate Period. The kingdom also built diplomatic and trade relations with Syria ,
Palestine and other countries; undertook building projects including military fortresses and mining quarries;
and returned to pyramid-building in the tradition of the Old Kingdom. Second Intermediate Period c. The 13th
dynasty marked the beginning of another unsettled period in Egyptian history, during which a rapid succession
of kings failed to consolidate power. As a consequence, during the Second Intermediate Period Egypt was
divided into several spheres of influence. The official royal court and seat of government was relocated to
Thebes, while a rival dynasty the 14th , centered on the city of Xois in the Nile delta, seems to have existed at
the same time as the 13th. The Hyksos rulers of the 15th dynasty adopted and continued many of the existing
Egyptian traditions in government as well as culture. They ruled concurrently with the line of native Theban
rulers of the 17th dynasty, who retained control over most of southern Egypt despite having to pay taxes to the
Hyksos. The 16th dynasty is variously believed to be Theban or Hyksos rulers. Conflict eventually flared
between the two groups, and the Thebans launched a war against the Hyksos around B. Under Ahmose I, the
first king of the 18th dynasty, Egypt was once again reunited. During the 18th dynasty, Egypt restored its
control over Nubia and began military campaigns in Palestine, clashing with other powers in the area such as
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the Mitannians and the Hittites. In addition to powerful kings such as Amenhotep I B. The controversial
Amenhotep IV c. The 19th and 20th dynasties, known as the Ramesside period for the line of kings named
Ramses saw the restoration of the weakened Egyptian empire and an impressive amount of building, including
great temples and cities. All of the New Kingdom rulers with the exception of Akhenaton were laid to rest in
deep, rock-cut tombs not pyramids in the Valley of the Kings, a burial site on the west bank of the Nile
opposite Thebes. Most of them were raided and destroyed, with the exception of the tomb and treasure of
Tutankhamen c. The splendid mortuary temple of the last great king of the 20th dynasty, Ramses III c. The
kings who followed Ramses III were less successful: Egypt lost its provinces in Palestine and Syria for good
and suffered from foreign invasions notably by the Libyans , while its wealth was being steadily but inevitably
depleted. Third Intermediate Period c. The next yearsâ€”known as the Third Intermediate Periodâ€”saw
important changes in Egyptian politics, society and culture. The 22nd dynasty began around B. Many local
rulers were virtually autonomous during this period and dynasties are poorly documented. In the eighth
century B. Under Kushite rule, Egypt clashed with the growing Assyrian empire. One of them, Necho of Sais,
ruled briefly as the first king of the 26th dynasty before being killed by the Kushite leader Tanuatamun, in a
final, unsuccessful grab for power. Persian rulers such as Darius B. The tyrannical rule of Xerxes B. One of
these rebellions triumphed in B. In the mid-fourth century B. Barely a decade later, in B. Six centuries of
Roman rule followed, during which Christianity became the official religion of Rome and its provinces
including Egypt. The conquest of Egypt by the Arabs in the seventh century A.
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3: Discovering Ancient Egypt hieroglyphs pharaohs pyramids mummification
A Brief History of Early Travelers to Egypt (Part Three) by Marie Parsons Today visitors can tour Egypt by car, by camel,
by felucca, along the Nile and to the Pyramids. But modern humanity is not the first to marvel at the wonders of the
monuments and significant sites of Egypt. The first non.

Log in here Dislike seeing ads? But this was a military mission with an intellectual bent. Napoleon,
intoxicated by the example of Alexander the Great, another conqueror with big ideas, had a grand vision: In
their three-year stay, the savants would endure hardship, death, and disease as they excavated ruins and
fathomed the mysteries of the Pyramids. They unearthed the famed Rosetta Stone, the key to translating
hieroglyphics, on one such expedition. Their findings were published between and in a volume collection
called "The Description of Egypt," itself a landmark of modern scholarship, unrivaled in the annals of
19th-century intellectual life for its staggering collation of sources and its exhaustive depiction of ancient and
modern Egyptian cultures. Though the savants helped establish Egyptology as a field of inquiry, the judgment
of posterity has been mixed. Edward Said sneered at the enterprise, which he called "engulfment of Egypt by
the Western instruments of knowledge and power. For her, the savants were disinterested researchers who
"tried to approach the land, the people, the relics not as tourists or literary travelers, or even colonizers, but
from within their fields of scholarship. Burleigh is more interested in the savants themselves. Building her
narrative around the lives of about a dozen of these men, she tells a lively story. Led by the tall, reserved but
grandly named chemist Comte Claude Louis Berthollet, who recruited the best minds of Paris, and Gaspard
Monge, a brash mathematician who sported a hip flask on his side, the corps de savants did not have an
auspicious debut. While troops crashed ashore at Alexandria, a ship carrying scientific equipment sank in
rough seas. And the city, once an ancient center of learning, proved disappointing. Burleigh stresses
throughout, the savants relied on ingenuity and pluck to get themselves through. When Napoleon groused that
so much equipment now lay at the bottom of the sea, the inventor and chemist Nicolas-Jacques Conte replied,
"Well, we will make the tools. Cairo proved stimulating, if bewildering in its vastness. For the eccentric
naturalist Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, one of the most interesting figures on Ms. The savants traded notes on lunar
cycles, Egyptian music, and the properties of dissected mummies, publishing their findings regularly in a
journal. But the restless Napoleon was not content to sit around and talk shop, and in he embarked on the most
disastrous phase of his Egyptian campaign, an invasion of the Holy Land. In retreat, he scampered back to
France, taking a handful of leading savants, including Berthollet and Monge, with him. The remnant was
baffled, outraged, and fearful: The Turks, aided by the English, were bearing down on Cairo, and the Arab
populace was in revolt. With Fourier taking over the Institute, the remaining scholars had orders to explore the
ruins in the south of Egypt. They sailed down the Nile to Thebes and Karnak, where they excavated and made
careful drawings. Astronomers and geologists worked up precise figures. It was a glorious intellectual
moment, Ms. Burleigh writes, but the French were in a desperate situation. In her closing chapters, she vividly
describes the nightmare that had befallen the occupiers. Holed up in a besieged Alexandria, a bedraggled,
emaciated Saint-Hilaire deliriously contemplated a unifying theory of life, "a principle so gigantic it unified all
the sciences," as he dissected an electric fish. Writing with manic energy as bombs exploded outside,
Saint-Hilaire mused on "the imponderable fluids" of light, electricity, and heat as he tried to pinpoint a link to
"all the phenomena of the material world. Price is a contributor to Bookforum and other publications. Log in
here Comment on this item Submission of reader comments is restricted to NY Sun sustaining members only.
If you are not yet a member, please click here to join. If you are already a member, please log in here:
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Egypt's Antiquities Ministry announced on Saturday the discovery of an ancient necropolis near the Nile Valley city of
Minya, south of Cairo, the latest discovery in an area known to house ancient catacombs from the Pharaonic Late
Period and the Ptolemaic dynasty.

Prehistoric Egypt and Population history of Egypt There is evidence of petroglyphs along the Nile terraces and
in desert oases. In the 10th millennium BC, a culture of hunter-gatherers and fishermen was replaced by a
grain -grinding culture. Early tribal peoples migrated to the Nile River, where they developed a settled
agricultural economy and more centralized society. The Badari culture and the successor Naqada series are
generally regarded as precursors to dynastic Egypt. The earliest known Lower Egyptian site, Merimda,
predates the Badarian by about seven hundred years. Contemporaneous Lower Egyptian communities
coexisted with their southern counterparts for more than two thousand years, remaining culturally distinct, but
maintaining frequent contact through trade. The earliest known evidence of Egyptian hieroglyphic inscriptions
appeared during the predynastic period on Naqada III pottery vessels, dated to about BC. A unified kingdom
was founded BC by King Menes , leading to a series of dynasties that ruled Egypt for the next three millennia.
Egyptian culture flourished during this long period and remained distinctively Egyptian in its religion , arts ,
language and customs. The first two ruling dynasties of a unified Egypt set the stage for the Old Kingdom
period c. The First Intermediate Period ushered in a time of political upheaval for about years. A second
period of disunity heralded the arrival of the first foreign ruling dynasty in Egypt, that of the Semitic-speaking
Hyksos. The New Kingdom c. The first historically attested expression of monotheism came during this
period as Atenism. Frequent contacts with other nations brought new ideas to the New Kingdom. The country
was later invaded and conquered by Libyans , Nubians and Assyrians , but native Egyptians eventually drove
them out and regained control of their country. Whilst not conclusive, because of the non-exhaustive time
frame and restricted location that the mummies represent, their study nevertheless showed that these Ancient
Egyptians "closely resembled ancient and modern Near Eastern populations, especially those in the Levant,
and had almost no DNA from sub-Saharan Africa. Xerxes I tomb relief. The Ptolemaic Kingdom was a
powerful Hellenistic state extending from southern Syria in the east, to Cyrene to the west, and south to the
frontier with Nubia. Alexandria became the capital city and a center of Greek culture and trade. To gain
recognition by the native Egyptian populace, they named themselves as the successors to the Pharaohs. The
later Ptolemies took on Egyptian traditions, had themselves portrayed on public monuments in Egyptian style
and dress, and participated in Egyptian religious life. The Ptolemies faced rebellions of native Egyptians, often
caused by an unwanted regime, and were involved in foreign and civil wars that led to the decline of the
kingdom and its annexation by Rome. Nevertheless, Hellenistic culture continued to thrive in Egypt well after
the Muslim conquest. The city of Alexandria became a key trading outpost for the Roman Empire by some
accounts, the most important for a time. Shipping from Egypt regularly reached India and Ethiopia among
other international destinations. Scholars such as Ptolemy , Hypatia , and Heron broke new ground in
astronomy, mathematics, and other disciplines. Culturally, the city of Alexandria at times rivaled Rome in its
importance. The New Testament had by then been translated into Egyptian. The Byzantines were able to
regain control of the country after a brief Persian invasion early in the 7th century, until â€”42, when Egypt
was invaded and conquered by the Arab Islamic Empire. The final loss of Egypt was of incalculable
significance to the Byzantine Empire, which had relied on Egypt for many agricultural and manufactured
goods. Early in this period, Egyptians began to blend their new faith with their Christian traditions as well as
other indigenous beliefs and practices, leading to various Sufi orders that have flourished to this day. The
Mamluks continued to govern the country until the conquest of Egypt by the Ottoman Turks in , after which it
became a province of the Ottoman Empire. The defensive militarization damaged its civil society and
economic institutions. Portuguese traders took over their trade. The expulsion of the French in by Ottoman ,
Mamluk , and British forces was followed by four years of anarchy in which Ottomans, Mamluks, and
Albanians â€” who were nominally in the service of the Ottomans â€” wrestled for power. Out of this chaos,
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the commander of the Albanian regiment, Muhammad Ali Kavalali Mehmed Ali Pasha emerged as a dominant
figure and in was acknowledged by the Sultan in Istanbul as his viceroy in Egypt; the title implied
subordination to the Sultan but this was in fact a polite fiction: Ottoman power in Egypt was finished and
Muhammad Ali, an ambitious and able leader, established a dynasty that was to rule Egypt until the revolution
of In later years, the dynasty became a British puppet. A more lasting result of his military ambition is that it
required him to modernize the country. Eager to adopt the military and therefore industrial techniques of the
great powers, he sent students to the West and invited training missions to Egypt. He built industries, a system
of canals for irrigation and transport, and reformed the civil service. The social effects of this were enormous:
History of Egypt under the British and History of modern Egypt Nationalists demonstrating in Cairo , British
indirect rule lasted from , when the British succeeded in defeating the Egyptian Army at Tel el-Kebir in
September and took control of the country, to the Egyptian revolution which made Egypt a republic and when
British advisers were expelled. Abbas I was cautious. Said and Ismail were ambitious developers, but they
spent beyond their means. The Suez Canal , built in partnership with the French, was completed in The cost
of this and other projects had two effects: Within three years this led to the imposition of British and French
controllers who sat in the Egyptian cabinet, and, "with the financial power of the bondholders behind them,
were the real power in the Government. In he became head of a nationalist-dominated ministry committed to
democratic reforms including parliamentary control of the budget. Fearing a reduction of their control, Britain
and France intervened militarily, bombarding Alexandria and crushing the Egyptian army at the battle of Tel
el-Kebir. Abbas II was deposed as khedive and replaced by his uncle, Hussein Kamel , as sultan. When the
British exiled Zaghlul and his associates to Malta on 8 March , the country arose in its first modern revolution.
Saad Zaghlul was popularly elected as Prime Minister of Egypt in In , the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty was
concluded. British military presence in Egypt lasted until Reign of Nasser[ edit ] Main article: British forces
completed their withdrawal from the occupied Suez Canal Zone on 13 June The union was short-lived, ending
in when Syria seceded, thus ending the union. Three years later , President Nasser died and was succeeded by
Anwar Sadat. Reign of Sadat[ edit ] Main article: He launched the Infitah economic reform policy, while
clamping down on religious and secular opposition. It was an attempt to regain part of the Sinai territory that
Israel had captured six years earlier. Sadat hoped to seize some territory through military force, and then
regain the rest of the peninsula by diplomacy. The second UN-mandated ceasefire halted military action.
While the war ended with a military stalemate, it presented Sadat with a political victory that later allowed
him to regain the Sinai in return for peace with Israel. He was succeeded by Hosni Mubarak. Reign of
Mubarak[ edit ].
5: Tutankhamun - Wikipedia
A magnificently-illustrated account of Napoleon's Egyptian Campaign principally from the point of view of the secondary
army of archeologists, botanists, historians and graphic illustrators that he had the foresight to take with him.

6: Archaeological Discoveries in Egypt - Crystalinks
By Way of Accident: The true stories behind the discovery of Egypt's greatest monuments May 9, by Ahmed Abul Ella
and Ahmed Ella. Kindle Edition. $

7: Egyptian Hieroglyphic Writing numbers the Rosetta stone
The Discovery of Egypt is a story of heroic endurance and accomplishment set against a bloody military campaign.
Illustrated with Vivant Denon's incomparable drawings and the works of others who accompanied Napoleon to the
deserts of Egypt, it gives an insight into the mind of one of the first Egyptologists: an adventurer, an artist of.

8: The Discovery Of Egypt
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SAQQARA, Egypt â€” In the shadow of Egypt's oldest pyramids, the Saqqara Step Pyramids, Egyptian and German
archaeologists have uncovered an embalming factory that sheds new light on how ancient.

9: Great Pyramid void: Secret chamber discovered in Giza structure - CBS News
The new discovery comes out of the ScanPyramids project, an international mission under the authority of Egypt's
Ministry of Antiquities. Launched in October , the project aims to non.
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